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It was a triumph for the United
Farm Workers of America in 1967
when they signed a contract with
the E & C Gallo Winery of
Modesto, California. Six years
later, on April t8, 1973. that
contract expired.

On June '1:1, t973, after 2-1/ 2
months of negotiation between
the UFW and Gallo, Ernest Gallo
announced his intention to
negotiate wi th the United
Brotherhood of Teamsters. The
next day, 85% of the farm

workers voted to go on strike and
left the fields in protest.
Gallo, as reported in the Fresno
Bee. acknowledged in a series of
candid answers, that the striking
workers were notified they would
be fired if they did not return to

work. He said they were then
discharged and new workers
recruited. This second group of
workers ratified the teamster
co ntra ct. Gallo said those
workers who went out on strike
had no voice in the matter.

Since that lime, Gallo has
repeatedly claimed his wor kers
want teamster representation
while, according to UFW sources,
Lhe Teamsters and Gallo won't
allow secret ballot elections. The
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Governors State Universi ty present educational systems
started out. oi course, as an idea simply were not working. Behind
very basic in concept. lt was th1s motion was the clamorous
brought about by the rather argument that for the most part
vague conception that our our "educational institutions

were turning out fundamental
specialist" - a bunch of ducks
hold positions of leadership
without the slightest concern for
actual social abuse or

subsequential reforms.
Inevitably. it must have been
agreed upon by those so inlighten
scholars thrashing thoughts and
ideas out in tedious meetings and
solitary midnights. that the
entire educational system needed
to be revamped.
In California, New York, and
other places alternative
approaches to education began to
spring up. There was talk of the
"' free university, the
development of humanltic skills,
and a learning Situation where
one was not competing to the
best"whatever •·
In the cornfields of the south
suburbs, men began to mold
metal and concrete into a scheme
of what was to be a ''model," a
"unique" learning center. Dr
William Engbretson was called
upon to head this undertaking
Now after 7 years Or. Engbretson
is steppmg
lt ts very difficult to assess the
benign efforts of any one man,
simply because no one can know
more Lhan that man what was
necessary in the course of

do"'"·

fulfilling his commiltments. or
course there have been
problems. and cnticism most
often has been the rule. However,
it would be fool1sh to reflect on
these problems as characteristic
of GSu or the man that ran it
Some of the people that worked
with Dr Engbretson can perhaps
give a brief glimpse into what it
was to work with him .
Bill Wickersham, BPO, and a
person who has been with GSU
since its inception says, " 1 was
really surprised to hear of the
res1gnat1on, particularly because
or the marvelous work he is doing
here". However, he said " every
man must make some major
decisions that effecllheir lives he suspected that this was such a
decision. He said "he really
enjoyed working with Dr .
Engbretson. and hopes lhe best
for him in the future.·
Harve)'
Grimsley,
administrahve staff said, " he
though t Dr. Engbretson was
doing the right thmg after the
tireless effort be has given the
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for all CSU students
:
Outgotng President William E. Engbretson Pomts Out Innovative Ideas About Teachers for the
Real World wtth Shirley Jackson. Secretory to the President in 1972.
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At a special meeting or the
University Assembly, called by
Daniel Bernd, Chairman of the
Executive Committee, held on
Thursday, November 13, the
Assembly approved a YMCA
Proposal that the "Y" manage
1.0. - An up-date of a r ibald
The class i cal comedy, father of the gods is met with himself.
Greek legend will be presented at " Amphitryon - 75," follows the stubborn resistance.
General Ampbitryon is played the GSU Recreational Facilities,
Governors State University legend of Amphitryon, Alkmena,
Alkrnena is faithful to her by Gordon Richards of Mokena, by a vote of 17-22.
The Proposal, recommended
December 11-14.
and Jupiter, in which Jupiter husband, and the greatest god Alkmena by Marlene D. DuBois
·•Amphitryon -75," the second descends to earth, imper5(lnates can win her only after much of Chicago Heights, and Jupiter by the Committee on Physical
play of the university theater the General Amphilryon ungodllke embarrassment, and, by Donald Clayton of Park Res ources, Chaired by John
season, will be at 8 p.m. Alkmena 's husband - and makes i n d e s p e r a l i o n , t h e Forest. Other members of the Cha mbers , was originally
Thursday, Fliday,Saturday, and love to her.
unsportsmanlike device of. cast are Donald Crayton of presented in the form of four
Difficulties arise when the im personat ing Am p hitryon Chicago, John Biro of Chicago opt.ions. each dealing with a
Sunday.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Heights, Terrence Osterman of different fee schedule.
Negotiations between GSU and
Palos Heights, John Venne a nd
the
YMCA were begun
Joan Traybsza of Park Forest,
Maggie Krasin of Park Forest approximately four months ago ;
South, and Peggy Cundari of s hortly afterwards , the
negotiations moved into a formal
Ri verdale.
The comedy, by Jean proposal by the YMCA, which
was presented to and approved
The GSU/ AFT, formed within reported close to an 80% turnout units. Those selected by the Giroudoux with adaptation by by the Physical Resources
S.N.
Behrman,
is
directed
by
Dr.
membership include Jim Smith
the last year. has voted to oi the 90 member GSU/ AFT
Committee.
disband as local 3409, and join Suzanne Prescott. formerly <HLD>, Roscoe Perritt <BPS>. Me l Slott. David Reeve is
The proposal was presented at
designer
.
Slott
and
Reeve
are
BOG/ AFT faculty from the other president of the GSU/ AFT. was Harriet Gross <CCS>, Kath y
a
series of Open Meetings held
university
professors
of
theater
elected President by a wide Abbott <EASL Dick Newman
schools as new local 3500.
Fa c ult y from all five margin. She will represent the <LRCl. and Ralph Kruse CICCl. in the College of Cultural Studies.
The AFT has been the only
BOG/ AFT schools voted by GSU / AFT Chapter in the
large 1G-1 margins to form the svstemwide AFT Fa cully major faculty organization to
unified local, which will be one of Federation Council. Also elected come out strong ly against
the largest in the state. and which to the systemwide Council were recently proposed BHE Master
bas recently received national Addison Woodward, Secretary Plan P hase IV and proposed
attention for its innovative AFT Faculty-Federation, and tuition hikes for students .
st r eamli ned structure . The Helen Hughes, GSU Council President of the GSU / AFT.
Suzanne Prescoll. has recently
voting, which took place the last Representative.
The Graduate Fellowships Program is pleased to announce that a
Chapter officers were also stated. " A year ago the faculty in
week of September at GSU. was
limited number of graduate fellowships is again being awarded to
completed by the end of October elected in the htgh turnout voting. the BOG finally decided to work
Elected Vice President was Dick together to focus on the issue of Mexican Americans, Native Americans (Aleuts, Eskimos, Indians,
on all five campuses.
Native Hawaiians), and Puerto Ricans who wish to pursue a
ElectiOns for officers of local Nicholson 1BPS >; Treasurer , the quality of education m our
doctorate and a career In higher education.
3500 of the American Federation Don Herzog <BPS l; and system. The organized AFT
Applicants must be citizens of the United Stales and must either
of Teachers took place in early Secretary. Shannon Troy <LRC>. faculty have been the only faculty
be enrolled in or planning to enter an accredited United States
November on the BOG campuses. Principle mcm bers of the organization to get these Boards
Elections chairman of the GSU/ AFT Executive Council to be aggressive about obtaining graduate school offering the doctoral degree in their field ri study.
While there are no restrictions as to the field of study. candidates
GSU / AFT, Samir Nissan, were also elected from major funds for the BOG. While I doubt
for a doctorate in the professional fields must have received the
they would admit it, members of
Hrst post-baccalaureate professional degree <J .D. in the field of
the Board are paying much more
attention to faculty input on
Law, M.D. in medicine, M.B.A. in Business Administration, etc.)
before an award can be initiated, Applicants in the Arts and
educational issues and are talung
into account faculty perspective Sciences are required only to hold a bachelor's degree.
when making decisions. As a
Fellowships are for one year only, but are renewable if the
result of AFT efforts I think, for
student has not used up his or her eUgibility and is maintaining
PARK FOREST SOUTH, IU. - community in an effort to example, we will see co!Jective satisfactory progress toward his doctorate.
Application forms will be available only upon written request to
Prospective students will be address the problems and issues bargaining very soon in the BOG.
the appropriate office.
hosted at " EXPOsure Day " of contemporary life.
December 26 by the CoUege of
This academic orientation has
Graduate Fellowships for Puerto Ricans.
Cultural Studies at Governors led to the development of the
State University.
Educational Testing Service
major in novating stru cture
College programs and a c- within the co l lege : the
Box 2822
tivities as they relate to . interdisciphnary studies context GSU. Dr. Virginis L. Piucci, Princeton, New Jersey 08540
educational and career ob- t ISC>. In each ISC disciplinary Vice President of R & I said " he ( 609 ) 921-9000
jectives will be discussed on a interests in language and was shocked, but not really
personal basis from 10 a .m. to 4 literature, the social sciences, surprised." He said, " a man that Graduate Fellowships for
p.m. in the College of Cultural and the fine and performing arts serves in a position for seven Mexican Americans and Native Americans
Studies lounge.
are applied to broad contexts years under some pretty unusual EducationaJ Testing Service
CCS faculty will leU about such as " Intercultural Affairs," circumstances such as GSU, Box 200
curricular areas, including the '' Invention and Creativity," sho uld consi der othe r Berkeley, California 94704
fine and performing arts. ··Language and the Human a lternatives. Dr. Engbretson has ( 415) 84~
humamties. and social sciences. condition ,"
" Popular served longer than any president
To be discussed for example, will Culture/ Mass Communication, '' under the Illinois system - he
be film , photography , urban and " SocicrCultural Processes." has set out and accomplished
studies , women ' s st udies ,
S tudents
develop most or his goals...
Engl ish education , ethnic individualized educational
For the most part most of the
studies, art. music, and theater. con t r acts within a chosen respon ses about Dr .
Also to be discussed wiU be context. ln this way educational Engbretson's resignation have
The GSU Vel's Club will be running a Christmas Toy drive for
admi ssio ns requirements , accomplishments reflect not only been positive. It kind of reminds
needy children beginning December 1 through December 10.
sources of financial a id, child- inte rdisci plinary p r ogram me of the good guys who's
Please bring in any discarded or outgrown toys you may have
care services, veterans' benefits, objectives, but also personal, positive exploits are heaped upon
that
can be used. They may be dropped off at the Veteran's Club
academic, and vocational goals. him post humously. But that's
and student aid.
Office in Student Services.
There wiU be ftlms and other The College of Cultural Studies the way it is !
med ia presentations to currently offers a bachelor of
However , what is next?
familiarize prospective students arts and a master of arts in each Possibly, before September 1976
with cultural events which the of its fi ve operating we will be seeking a new
rollege regularly schedules. an in terd isci plinary studies president. There wiU be search
art exhibit sale, creative contexts.
committees, beseeched faculty ,
More information is available starr, student imput open
dramatics for children, and
During the Christmas Holidays and Learning Resoorces Center
performances by musical groups. by telephoning 312/ 534-5000, hearings, the whole bit. Whatever
<LRC l is announcing their public service hours as follows :
The College of Cultural Studies X2441.
Bill Engbretson was, there is the
joins students, faculty , and
possibility of getting someone December 20,
<Sat>
No Classes in Session LRCClosed
worse. Think about it.
December 22-24 <Mon-Wed> No Classes in Session 8:30-5:00 p.m.
One of the major concerns December 25-26 Thurs-Fri > Christmas Holidays
LRC Closed
should be whoever takes Dr. December '1:1
<Sat>
No Classes in Session LRC Closed
Engbretson's place, will he in December 29-31 I Mon-Wed> No Classes in Session 8:30-5:00 p.m.
fact be amenable to the scope,
Do you remember the Year End Blast??
January 1-2
CThurs-Fri> New Year's Holidays LRCClosed
mission, and mandates of GSU. January 3
A group of students have begun meetings to plot and plan the next
<Sat>
No Classes in Session LRC Closed
I think about that too.
Christmas Party. Urgently needed are party planners. able bodies
Because, basically what that
and just basically good partying people. Let's make this a comeans will he be particularly
operat ive venture equaling and perhaps surpassing last year's
sensitive to the needs of the poor
A student art exhibit will be shown the first three weeks of
efforts. If you are interested and really have good party ideas. call
and m iniority , and more December at Governors State University.
Innovator office, stop in, or send us a note, and we will forward it to
Exhibits will be shown and sold by students in art in the Co!Jege of
the Student Advisory Group who are sponsoring this affair. More
important wiU be not repeat the
Cultural Studies.
dumiJ act of his fathers.
information forthroming.

"Antphitrvon - 75" Plays Dee•mher 11
GSU Faculty Disbands to join
Large Unified Ill. Local 3500
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Mexican Americans
Recei~e . Eellowsh ips

CCS EXPOsure Day
Plays Host Dec. 26

THE SEARCH
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Christmas Toy Drive
Announced by Vets

LRC
HOLIDAY HOURS

Year End Blast Appeal
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UFWWINS
HISTORICAL
BATTLE
ffi•Pite1
UFW. not covered by the
National Labor Relations Act,
have resorted to a national
boycotl of Gallo products lo make
lhe1r pomt.
Caesar Chavez, President of
IJFW, AFI..rCIO, in the July\ugust 1975 Catholic Worker
iays, "We are willing to lest the
will of Gallo workers in a secret
ballot. If we lose we will call off
the Gallo strike and boycott."
"The basic issue in the Gallo
'>oycotl is, simply, democracy.
fhe workers want the right lo
.:boose their own union through
three, independently supervised
eJections." says Chavez.
Support for Chavez in the
ongoing dispute was gauged by a
Harris Survey <Chicago Tribune
10/20/ 75 > in which Harris asked
..,f his nationwide sampling of
1.,507 adults: " In the dispute
>etwee n the Farmworker's
Union, headed by Caesar Chavez,
and the Teamsters Union, over
which sho uld represent
California farm workers, whom
do you sympathize with most'?"
Only 7% sympathized with the
Teamsters, while 45% supported
Chave~. Interestingly, the higher
the education, the more support
for the UFW.
When the Harris Survey was
classified by education level, 53%
of those with eighth grade
educa l1on were not sure who they
supported. Only 22% supported
Chave~ while L2% sympalhi~ed
w1th the Teamsters.
When the question was
rephrased as a dispute between
farm operatos and farm
workers ; 34% favored the
operators
When asked if they <the
r espondents) stopped buying
Gallo wine, 8% replied yes. The
respondents also placed wages at
j}e lowest of 25 issues polled.
The Louis Harris article closed
"C havez bas aroused
considerable sympathy over the
plight of farm workers in
America. Impressive numbers of
people are concerned about the
pay levels of farm workers,
..vould like to see them unioni~ed

Armed guard watching over a crew of atrlk•breakera In a Salina• Valley lettuce field.

under Chavez' banner, and are
prepared to express their
sympathy in boycott of grapes.
leltuce and wine."
The farm workers suceeded,
This Summer , at getting secret
ballot elections laws passed in the

California legislature. The election are still undecided
subsequent elections, recently pending judicial decision on
held, show Chevess' VFW won 176 "Striker votes." 18 ranches have
of 325 elections. covering 51.878 voted Ior no Union.
workers. The teamsters won 96
The Agriculture Labor
elections, a loss of 55 ranches. 35 Relations Board last week issued
elections, including the Galls a 22 page report on the Gallo

UA APPROVESOF

NEW YMCA PROPOSAL
fftll ht•2
here at the University. The
meetings were held Oct. 31 and
1\ov. 5, and Nov. 6.
At each of these meetings a
great deal of discussion was
generated concerning the lee
schedules and the amount oi free
tiJUe that students and faculty
woulll retain under the YMCA
management.
This discussion was.conlinued
through the special meeting held
Nov. 12. with at least two motions
made from the floor requesting
that if the proposal was accepted
that amendments be made to the
effect that determination of the
fee schedule wouJd be made at a
later date
At that hme David Curtis,
Acting Executive Assoc. to U1e
President, made an urgent plea
to the Assembly saying "This is
putting the Administratiop in an
awkward position with the
YMCA Please do not block this
from being brought before the
Board next week! Or, at least
give us the option oi deciding
which fee schedule will be the

final one!"
The motions were withdrawn
and a final vote taken. The
proposal was accepted 17 · 2, With
one abstaining vote.
It has been stated that by
entering into this arrangement
w1th the YMCA, the university
" til be able to meet its own
academic needs in that area and
provide students, staff, and
community people with an
excellent recreational program.

Lert to righL: Anirudh l'!hastri. Father Joe Sallzer.
Jerome Sanders. "obi £ ~, ., •• & Damodar Shastri. The
Shastrls stru1ed th·eir journey after being lmrlted to
perform at lbe Indian I ·nbassy at Kuwe.it C:\Jiddle
East).

Transcendental Gifts to be
Given to GSU Community
For those of us interested in
Transcendental Meditation, we
have a pleasurable event
forthcoming. A good friend of
mine and yours from India ,
Anirudh Shastri will perform at.
GSU on December 12, 1975 from 5
p.m . to 6:30 p.m . in the
Community Conference Room.

His name. Anirudh, is a title
within itself meaning free
flowing. Shastri <Master of the
equivalent; in the North
American Academic Systems to
a degree in Sanskrit) is a scholar
in religious traditions and the
Sanskrit language.
The Shastri family has been

sponsored by the " Hindu
Center," in New York. Damodar
is the father of Anirudh Cthe
featberd
The Shastri family has been
sponsored by the " Hindu
Center,'' in New York. Damodar
is the father of Anirudh Cthe
feathered artist, Master of the

election in which 20 pages of
unfiar labor practices are cited.
The Gallo election is still listed as
undecided. Until the "Striker
vote" issue is resolved.

,...

~

sitar .
These two internationally
re c ognized artists were
rt> C•>mmended to -the GSU
Student Services Advisory
C •Jlmittee via the International
S~udents Association, thanks to
Ola jide Olukoga and other
concerned students and
professional staff and faculty,
who recogmed the necessity of
continued quality cultural inputs
that could be incorporated m the
various forthcoming events at
GSU
Dr. J.P. Dave', University
Professor at GSU , initially
worked with the shastris, father
and son, at Central YMCA
Community College wher e
Anirudb and his father continued
other programs that had been
given in other cities & countries
prior lo their coming to GSU.
They will give their gifts to
Governors State University at
large on December 12, 1975 at 5
p .m. in the Community
Conference Room.
The Shastris are accompanied
by Mohl Dave', a m'usician in his
own right Coot to mention
accomplishments in his
particular fields of endeavor.)
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THE CO LLE GE OF
ENVIRONMENTAL AND
APPLLED SCIENCES
EAS provides three
Instructiona l Programs in
Science. Health Science, and
Science Tea c hing . These
programs encompass a variety of
"Ar eas or Emphasis," with
opportunities to concentrate
orientation in more speciric
interests
The Science Instructional
Program prepares students to be
scientists capable or effecting
solutions to our environmental
problems. A student in this IP
<Instructional Program ) may
place his area or emphasis in
Interdisciplinary Science/
Environmental Technology
with an orientation in Environmental Ana lysis Conservation or Systems Management, or in the area ·or
Human E co l ogy with an

orientation in Human
Environment Planning.
The Health Science IP
prepares professionals in a
number of health fields that
emphasize Human Services.
Areas of Emphasis within this IP
include: Health Science Practice
CNursing, Medical Technology,
Restorative Nursing), Health
Science Education CNursing
Teaching, Allied Health Services
Education >, and Health
Administration ( Nursing

Tke Co!ege

Administration , or Health
Services Administration).
The · Science Teaching IP
provides educators with a
background in the
Environmental Sciences ,
professional education and
related sociaJ sciences, and
humanities. Areas of Emphasis
include Elementary, Secondary
and Community College Training
with orientation iri either Teaching, Curriculum/ Supervision
or Environmental Education.

j

I
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On Wednesday, November 12, 1975,
Mariann Kienzler organized an "EAS
Student Rap Session." The session
lasted more than two hours and was
attended by more than 40 students,
more than half of whom spoke.
1. Gimeral rmpressions. each and
every faculty member would be proud
of the tone of the discussion established
by the students. Their questions were

I

·.

posed constructively as were their
criticisms. Only two or three questions
and statements might be termed as
vitriolic and " attacking" the system in
EAS. Thesessionwas most informative
to me and clearly demonstrated that
these students have many of the same
concerns that the faculty often express.
It is my hope that we will have more of
these " rap sessions" and that the

faculty will discuss with their students
the concerns mentioned in this memo.
2. Student Records. Of all the topics
discussed, there was unanimity that the
student records were inaccurate and
that little improvement in servicing
student records by the A&R office was
evident. It was pointed out that a
major effort was underway to
rectify
this
fratility
in
the
University system.
3. Stockroom Supplies-First Floor. I
got the sense that students who were
primarily engaged in biological studies
in the first floor facilities were not
serviced adequately by the stockroom
staff. It was suggested that many
commodities should be available on the
shelves on the first floor but were not.
Everyone realized we didn't have an
operational first floor stockroom, but
some felt better service could be
provided by present staff without undue
burden.
4. University Bookstore. Concern
was expressed that it was often not
possible to purchase books prior to the
start of the Session, Trimester, or
Block, even though the books were in
stock. Some persons seem to have a
genuine problem with the bookstore
whereas others did not.
5. Social Events . It was suggested
that more social events, similar to the
·'Oktoberfest" be held in EAS. Some
noted that this was a good idea
providing there was enough voJunteer
help to assist the Student Assistant
Dean.
6. Graduate Study. Several persons
questioned whether or not our graduate
offerings were of the quality they
should be. Some seemed to feel
graduate work was conducted at too
low a "level." And some of the same
persons expressed a problem with
completing the amount of work
required wilhin a trimester or a block.
The topic of graduate study was
recurrent during the discussions.
1 am requesting the EAS Academic
Affairs Council work with Mariano
Kienzler to arrange a "rap session"
with students to hear their concerns
about quality of graduate study in EAS.
7. Faculty AccessibliJty . A few

students expressed concern that· faculty
were
becoming
increasingly
inaccessible to students in their offices
and in the laboratories. Other students
seemed not to believe accessibility to be
a problem. Some mentioned that EAS
faculty seemed to attend an unusually
large number of University Committee
meetings. A few mentioned that some
faculty were not on campus but 2 or 3
days a week.
8. Schedule of ~1odules. I got the
sense that m any believed our EAS
schedule of modules wa s poorly
conceived this fall trimester and that
far too many changes were made. Some
believed that more attention should be
given to a better distribution of modules
through tout the day as well as evening,
night and weekends. Students taking
laboratory modules seemed to have
some prolbems with the schedule of
" heavy workload modules."
9. A"ailabllity of Modules. There was
·• near-concensus" that modules
Csyllabi> were not available to students
far enough in advance of the beginning
of the blocks to be of use in deciding
whether or not to register for them.
Many believed modules weeren't
available even at the time of the first
class meeting.
The new EAS module abstract and
syllabus plan was explained and met
with noddings of approval.
10. Researching Science Information.
Several students believed the amount of
time and energy required to achieve the
competencies was very unreasonable.
Some believed that hall the amount of
required library work
would
accomplish the goals. one person said
in effect I want to learn to use the
library resources effectively, not
become a librarian'
11. Graduate Assistantships. Great
and intense concern was expressed
over the fact that EAS has no funds to
support graduate assistantships when
more than half the EAS students are
graduate.
12. Work Study Funds. The students
appeared
to
have
mtmmum
information about accessibility to and
services available from the Financial
Aids office.

The health science faculty in CEAS announces:
_ RASH CRegistration Advisement for the School of Health
Sciences>. A seminar about the School of Health Sciences in EAS.
the cirricula within it, and the Module:; that health science students
should be planning to t~ke m the Winter Trime'>ter will be gh·en
twice:
Mon. Dec. 1
7-9 pm in the Media Dome
Wed. Dec. lO
(final day of registration>
in the EAS Commons
EAS health science students and any other interested students
Cpresent or prospective> should plan to attend.

.
.-L BALANCE ~
Balance is a student
organization for anyone
interested in environmental
1 problems.
1 Balance is Involved in
• pollution, animal rights,
conservation, Alternative
Energy Production among many
other issues
It's office serves as an
mformalion center for anyone
w1shmg to come in to look over
their magazines posters and
pamphlets or to talk to someone
w1th knowledge on current

1

As a unit they have organized
camping trips, seminars, and

provide a recycling service for
the Universitv.
An alternative energy project
is in progress to combine Solar.
wind and methane to provide
heat for a geodesic dome.
Interested in our world? Balance members obviously are.
Meetings are held ever}
Thursday m the EAS commons at
3:30.

For more information contact
the Student AssiStant Dean's
OCfice - ext 2486 or D Saki
Villalobos - ext. 2439

-
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Enmonmenlal Educahon Labcralory
College ol Environmenta And Apphed St&ences
Governors Stale l!mver stly

If rhe Earth
we~ only a few ft't't to

diamerer, floaung a few feet above
a ht'ld somewhere , people would come
rrom everywhere to marvel at 1t. People would
"'alk around it, marveluog at 1rs b1g pools of water
ItS litrle pools and the "'atcr flov.int: ~t .. t't'n the pools.
People "'ould marvel at the bumps on 1t, and the holes m ir,
nn.J riley ..-oukl mM'd ar the\~· rhm by~r ol ~ ~urroundm&
rr anJ •he 1o.arer :WSpt'ndeJ in the .s:as. The pt-ople would
m.t.n .d llt •II the •rearures walking J.tUUnJ rhe ~urt:U:e of the ball,
.tnJ ~~ rhe cre-.uures rn the •nrt-r. The pt-orlc would declace 11
a) ~acr~'<:l he.:au~e 11 v..Js the onlr nnl·. and dwy would pro~
11 ' " thdt 11 '"'ouiJ not ~ hurr Tlu: ~111 would be d1e
J:fNtc~c 'il'<>nder knllwn. anJ r<opk would come to
p r.ty to 11 , tn tx he.Ued . co £:.lin kno,.,ledge. ro kno"'·
be.1utv o~nd ro wunJer ho"' 11 <ould be. Pe-ople
~>.ould lo•·e 11 , aoJ JctenJ 11 ..·nh rhcrr lives
be<JUH' they would <omcho• knu• chat
the1r ln·e-s. rbe1r o,.n roundru:'• • could
be norhint • ·irhout H . li the
Earth were: only .l ie"'
feet tn diJmt'ter.
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Sexi"m in the GSU Comfort Facilities

'To the editor
Once again. I'm finding myself frustrated in my
efforts to register at Governors State University. In my
particular case, looking over the registration schedule,
l forsaw a possible work conflict. When I called to see if
I might register at another time. I was informed that
the registration system is based on a first come. first
served basis for modules. which, at first glance, seems
sensible however, that particular reasoning does not
seem applicable to students enrolled m SIM, C«H>p
Education. or. in m) case, independent study. I was
also told that there would be no exception and when I
asked " \'v'hy?", I was told fand this seems to be a pat
answer at GSU>that " that's the way things are." Tfind
that answer completely unacceptable.
I would like to know the rationale behind limiting
registration to two days with a make-up day in a
Wliversity which has a student body whose average
age is 30. with 85%worlong, 60%full-lime. and 60% are
mamed fthese fi~ures do not include students with
children and without partners who must arrange for
child carel and which advertises itself as a humane
and flexible institution. The present registration
system is indicative of neither.
Also, I would like the following information: What
exacUy are the steps necessary for registering <a copy
or the guidelines would be useful )?; Who was on the
committee which developed the present registration
system (with their names. credentials. and salaries l?:
How is the registration system governed?: How many
man hours and how much money has been spent in
implementing the present system?: What is the
proposed budget for implementatiOn or the srstem for
next year? : What exacll) is the office procedure for
registering a student?: Is a computer system used, if
not. why not?: Since the students commute. bas a
registration by mail system been considered. if not,
why not"
If you cannot answer the above questions. I would
like to know why and or where l might find out the
requested informalioTL
Sincerely.
Janet Rohdenburg

Feedback from the
Community
Fellow citizens:
Plca~e send list of meeting times and datt>s and
local ions of the Board of Governors
rn my opinion Governors State University is not
being maintained with the love and affection this
campus deserves. I would appreciate being given the
opportWllt} at some future time to speU out in detail
with documentation what is making me unhappy.
Perhaps the board mtght become unhappy too and
some changes might be made or an order to shape up
or ship out might come from the board. I hope I will
receive some courtesy from the board It is in short
supply among certain people at Governors State
University when citizens give feedback to the staff for
the imp~ovement of our institution. In fact the attitude
of certain people is downright rude and acrimonious. I
look upon all public properly as my property under
joint ownership with alJ the cttizens of lllinois. When
my property is not being properly taken care of with
love and affection I become unhappy and often limes
Wlcouth enough to object vigorously and loudly and
shnll) and continuously until the situation improves
for the better.
I am prepared to apJ>.eal to our elected representatives
and to our governor if need be. I trust this matter wiJJ
be resolved wRhout fuss and hair being raised. I would
prefer being a genlleman about thb matter, but will
play by jungle rules if need be As you knO\\ the jw1gle
rules allow the fang, the claw and aJI ::.tops outs.
I would appreciate hearing from you.
Smcerel) yours
Lyman Anfield. cand1date for the Rouse of
Representalkes, Democralic ~inth Dt:>trict.

OUR DEEPEST
SYMPA THY
The INNOVATOR Staff wishes to extend its deepest
sympathy to Tom Mandel, Managing Editor, on the
recent death of his mother, and to Michael Leigh,
Advertising Manager , on the death of his mother-in·
law.

Almost three years ago, I had occasion to write to
)Our office to tell them about FEMALE MONTHLY
CYCLES. <a fact of life that had apparently slipped
their attention> At that time I received a letter telling
me that the cleaning crews had been instructed to keep
the machines that vended the substances that are
traditionally used on these occasions stocked. And so
things went fairly well in the old minl-campus.
However, in the process of moving to the new
building the gentlemen of B&.PO seem to have
forgotten this essential fact of life. A complaint lodged
several weeks after we moved in caused tampons and
napkins to be put in the restrooms servicing the
administration area. CI take it that administration

area females are considered to have a stronger need
than the rest of us.)
Having spent a great deal of time on Friday
c lutching my dime in hand seeking a machine that
would vend in one of the women's facilities and losing a
couple of dimes in the process, I can only ascertain that
once more B&PO has forgotten the facts of life.
THERE
~
ABSOLUTELY
NO
REASON
WHATSOEVER THAT A WOMAN SHOULDHAVETO
GO TO THE NURSE TO GET A TAMPAX OR
~APKJN
WHEN THERE ARE VENDil\G
MACHINES I~ ALL THE RESTROOMS.
WOULD YOU GUYS PLEASE STOCK THE
MACHINES OR FIND A VENOR WHO WILL?

B.P.O. Not A w are of t he Problem
Thank you for your re<:ent memo received in
Building and Plant Operations on November 17, 1975. I
was not aware that we still had what you consider a
problem in supplying the comfort facilities for the
feminine population of the Universiy.
I have checked into this matter and find that the
jantlorial crew does in fact check these machines on a
routine basis at least twice a week. Due to the delicate

construction and the probability of mechaniectl failure.
they thought it was appropriate to supply the nurses
station with an emergency stock
To preclude this problem or reoccurring 1 ha\·e instructed the janitorial contractor lo check these
machines on a daily basis.
If you have any further ques tions or if Building and
Plant Operations can be helpful to your needs, please
feel free lo contact us. Thank you again.

G.S.U.ers First ....

·A fter the Payment
I now think 1 know who wrote that misleading article
on the YMCA proposal in the November 3,
INNOVATOR. It was the same person who wrote that
misleading article in the November 17, INNOVATOR:
Ms. Filkins. And I'm writing this letter to correct the
mtstakes she made in that article.
Her first mistake was in stating that the "Y" had the
idea to manage the recreation facilities-temporarilyfirst. If she had been at the special assembly meeting,
or any of the open hearings, held-at community
request-on the subject, she would've heard Dr. Dave
Curtis give a brief history of the " Y" proposal. That
history, tfhslened to objectively. says that the "Y" and
GSv came to understand almost stimullaneously that
both :.ides bad resourced-the "Y". experienced
personnel to run recreation programs, the university.
the factlttie:.-that if brought together, could produce a
p ovam that might benefit both side:.
And speaking of those hearings, I'd like to know at
whtch hearing it was said that this IS · ·not a low income
area "? I'm asking thls because I was at all of the
hearings. as were Ken Shivers, and Vern Thomas, both
of BPO, and the Physical Resources Committee, and,
Bob Jense, of the Business office, and the committee.
The four of us. to my knowledge, did not bear such a
statement made by any of the people from the " Y", or
anyone else.
These hearings also brought out some other things
that you either misread, didn' t know, or
misunderstood, Ms. Filkins. For instance the $15.00 per
trimester activity fee that we students pay, does not in
any way pay for the maintence, and/ or staffing of the
recreation facilities. Besides, where does it say that
one ot the benefits of attending GSU is free use of the
recreation facilities. Though it has been suggested that
the Student Services Advisory Commmee subsidize,
partially, or, fuiJy those students who wish to purchase
" Y" activity passes.
It was also brought out that the "Y" would charge
the GSU community only $14.00 a year for a single
aliult activity pass. ccompared to S4"00 1 for the outside
community l and a family pass, for a SSUer & spouse,

plus their kids under 18. would be $57.00 a year C$85.00).
These passes would g1ve Jret access to their
purchasers to all appropriate <sorry no men in
women's sw~ and vice versa>regular " Y" activities.
And, for special " Y" activities, Capprox. 20% of the
program.> GSUers would pay only half the fee the
outside community would
The "Y" program includes many open periods for
such activities as basketball, volleyball, and,
swimming. Areas such as the Handball court would be
placed on a first come, first served RESERVATION
basis, in other works if a GSUer reserved the court
before an outside community member dld, the GSUer
would get the court first
Academic use of the facilities by GSU would always
come before any "Y" activity, that is understood by
bo!h parties. and is to be written in the final contractwhich the physical resoUrces committee wants to see
before it IS signed by tbe president Also any GAU
re<:realion clubs thai want to use the facilities will be
accommodated by the "Y" program, whether the
members buy "Y'' passes or not.
Finally, there is a way to demonstrate opposJtion to
this, and, future proposals before any UA committee,
talk to the members of the committee involved, tell
them what you thlnk. You can also write to the
members of the committee involved. tell them wbat
you think. You can also write to the INNOVATOR, and
that makes two of your channels of communication.
Two others are joining a committee, and becoming
involved or running for a seat in the Assembly itself.
I hope that this expression of the facts on what has
happened on the " Y" proposal, has cleared up the
misinformation that bas appeared in the last two
INNOVATORS. The INNOVATOR has a mission to
perform, that mission is to inform all members of the
GSU community any, and, all items that is of interest to
them in an objective, entertaining way. The
ISNOVATO has done it in the east, and I know it will do
it in the future.
Sincerely wishing the best for aU peoples,
Wm Vollmer, student member Phystcal Res. Com.

Tremendous Value on Education
Historically and traditionally. Amencans ba\'e
placed tremendous '·alue on education. The result is
that the American people are generally the bestedll(att>d people in the world. In order to achieve thls
re~ull, the State has developed a solid network of
publk grade schools. high schools. community co! leges
and univ«.>rsitiPs. During 1ost of its J, ·ng development
pcnod, there was little controversy over whether
public education prm'ided greater benefits to society or
to individuals. It was taken for granted that an
educated populace was "good for America." Public
institutions were financed largely by taxation- little or
no tuitions were charged. Requirements that citizens
edll(ate their children to certain levels were
established. Easy access to education beyond the
Tf<Juired minimtun level was assured. Only in the last

ten years or so has the bubble burst.
As populations grew and enrollments increased. it
became necessary to expand educational facilities at
e,·er more rapid rates. Costs soared . The country
began experiencing severe econom ic problems.
Almost ('veryone began to feel the pressures of innation Puhl 1c ofildaJs looked for ,, ays to prevent tax
increases and university officials lookc<l for ways to
prevent tax increases and Wliversity officials looked
for ways to maintain educational quality without the
bE'ttefit of sufficiently increased funding. The Answer
seemed to lie in getting more income through increasing tuition. Argtunents against a low-tuition have
been multiplying with astonishing speed in support of
the Answer ever since.

c.• ........ ,
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BLUE NOTES
Wha t We Are Trying To Do For GaZoo
Recogmzing lhe opportumt~ for student initiated
academic exploration under Governors State
University's building precepts, interested students
have determined to expend time and error! toward the
establishment and development of a campus
newspaper to the end that it e nhances a unique learning experience.
A student newspaper is a valuable aid in establishing
and maintaining an atmosphere of free and responsible
discussion, and of intellectual exploration on campus
It is essentially seen as a means of bringing student
concerns to lhe attention of unh·ers1ty constituents,
and of formulating student opinion on various issues on
campus and in the world at large.
Ideally, a student newspaper should be a community
newspaper reflecting the dive Ne views of students,
[acuity members. and administ.·ators. Its news pages
s hould be a mirror of the t: a vers1ty where it is
publis hed.
It is almost common kno\\ 1,.. :..,e. however, that the
ideal is hard to come by in th· face of overwhelming
obstacles. Nevertheless, the INNOVATO~ GSU's
student publication. shall appl.) 1tself to the task of
realizmg th1s ideal unde r what will be regarded as a
University/ !l>ewspaper Concept.
Generally. this joint endeavor places. a certain
responsibility on the newspaper. that of presenting in
its news pages a balanced account, as fa r as possible
of what is happening within the GSU communi ty. and a
defimte plan of organiUltion and management.
The student newspaper thus calls upon the university
community, to reciprocate by providing a fuller
mobilization of the intellectual and physical resources
available towards making the news paper a mirror of
the community. and the encouragement of con·
tnbullons from existing units of the academic

organization.
STVDE:"\T PVBUCATJ O~S POLICY PROPOSAL
In consideration of the INNOVATOR's position on
responsibilty, the editor and staff address themselves
principally to the student body at large whose activity
fees mainly provide for its student publication.
Whereas, the INNOVATOR is mandated with
defining a publication policy, the editor and his staff
recognize the BOARD OF GOVERNORS' requirement
of " explicit institutional policy" to encourage
publications of high quality.
Be is resolved therefore. that the editor and his staff
present the following policy proposals, subject to
amendments by the editor and staff, upon possible
recommendations from other interested groups.
OBJECTIVES
Governors State University was conceived to be an
innovative and experimenting university. Thus, it has
a large stake in striving to fulfill those objectives.
We, the student staff of the INNOVATOR, believe
that the quality of the student publication will be a
function of the quality and dedication of its staff and of
the freedom they are given to run and develop the
paper.
Further, we view the following objectives as those
most relevant to the organizational development of the
paper:
I The long-term independence and integrity of the
student staff must be insured. Their freedom of
thought and action is \re lhlnk, one of the most important assets. It ought not, as any newspaper ought
not, be subject to any administrative, regental or
political encroachment.
a . An mdependent student newspaper is in keepmg
with the increasing changes that g1ve students an ever
enlarged opportunity of free expression and seli

government.
b. An independent student newspaper as the exercise
of student maturity will help those who participate in
it, as well as the larger community to experience the
problems and privileges of responsibility in all its
ramifications, and to have a learning experience of
profound significance. No plan will guarantee ex·
cellent and reliable performance on the part of student
editors, but in return for some risb through students'
public mistakes, the university will gain incomparable
respect for its tolerance and evolvement.
II. The long-term availability of the campus community of a campus-wide student publication ought
also to be insured. We think that the publication of a
campus-wide newspaper is of sufficient importance
that the administration has a legitimate claim to
seeking to guarantee its existence.
III. Also to be insured, to an extent compatible with
student freedom and indpendence, and responsiveness
on the part of the paper to the needs and interests of the
campus community, the requisite freedom and
possibilit> within the paper to change, innovate and
develop over a period of time in response to these needs
and interests.
IV. Finally, we hold that the success of student press
should not be measured in correct count headlines, the
coverage balance between national. mternahonal and
local news . We are not interested in imitation. but
rather in alternative and creative methods. a
willingnesb to re-define itself and the amount of
credence it gives to the proposition that it can no longer
hide its politics or couch its analysis-that it can be
that it must be, out front for the other struggles in
social setting, of which 1t can play a key role .

•••The Truths In This Argu111ent~ore Taxes!
One of the most popular departure points for arguing
in support of a tuition increase is the allegation that our
present system for financing higher education is unfair. Lower income families su[fer from rewessive
taxation. They pay more than their fair share to
support higher education but they don't benefit from it
since fewer of their children go to college. The way to
remedy that situation-or so the argument goes- is to
restructwe our system of educational financing.
Upper income families can afford to pay more to send
their children to school : therefore, they s hould do so.
High tuitions would generate more revenue for higher
education. The money could be used to help poor
students with direct governmental aid. This new
system-continues the argument-would have some
additional benefits. It would close the " tuition gap"
between public and private universities. Students
would then ba\' e more freedom to choose the type of
school they wished to attend. Since students would be
directly supporting their schools, the universities
would be forced to become more responsive to them.
Students would have more power. The argument
concludes with. the justification that education benefits
the individual more than it benefits society. Therefore,
the individual should pay more.
The fallacies in this argument are so plain that it is a
wonder the argument persists. That lower income
famibes pay more than their fa1r share to support
higher education lS ques tionable even though our tax
system is regressi\'e. But it is certamly true that lower
income families pay Jess than their fair share to
support other sta te programs-such as public welfare,
elementary and secondary education. public housin~.
and so forth . "ll is not n~ry for every public
ser\'ICe to benefit every income group proportionately
in order to ha\'e overall eqwty .. 1 However. if the State
wants to make a comm itment to eliminate the
possibility that lower income people pay an unfair
share. the ob\·ious course of action would be to correc t
the regressive tax system-not to re\'amp the method
Cor financmg a single tax-suppor•ed pt-ogram
!\tan) htgb-tuitwn proponents place inordinate
we1ght on the a r gument that upper mcome families
can afford to pay more for higher education. H i!>n'l
nece!'Sarily so! Income ts neither the only-nor the
lx>sl- nd1cator of wt>alth Much Amt•rican wealth lies
in stocks. securilit-~ and property. Furthermore, there
is no simple method for wparating thosE' who can af·
ford to pay more from the rt>st ol the world Yet
proposals and plans arc based on the belief that they're
out there some" here. Decisions an• made on that
behef which suggest that fam11tes "ith incomes
an) where from SIO.ouo to $12 000 per annum and up can
afford to pay more. In today's economy such income

levels are far frum th~ " upper .. end of the scale. " In
light of the rapidly rising prices since 1971 , the income
le\1el ( if one exists) at which ability to pay appears and
inability to pay disappears could conceivably and
conservatively be placed somewhere in the neigh·
borhood of $17,000."2 Even assuming that there are
some upper income families who can afford to pay
more, that does not mean they would all do so. What
about the children of families who for one reason or
another do not values higher education enough to pay
more?
Higher tuition would not guarantee that more funds
would be set aside for student aid. In an effort to stave
off tax increases, public officials would likely subtract
the amount of the new funds (mm university appropriations: Or, the newly generated money could be
used for some unrelated government purpose. It is not
reasonable to raise tuition on tbe basis that there wi~
be more financial aid for students who need it. Our
financial aid system has been unable to meet the needs
of students under a low-tuition policy. Financial aid is a
necessary supplement for financing higher education
but it cannot substitute for low tuition.
The so-called benefits of a hlgb-tuition policy are
nothing short of ridiculous. The idea of closing the
· "tuition gap" between public and pri\'ate schools by
Taising public tuition is crazy. That would be " like
raising the price of chuck to make sirloin more attractive."3 If public school tuition is raised to clDse to
the le\'el of private school tuition. most students will
ha\"e the •·freedom' · to choose between going to college

and not gomg. rather than a wider choice between
colleges.
Students have tremendous power to influence higher
education decisionmaking already. and in some
states-Illinois for one-they are beginning to use that
power. Therefore, there doesn't seem to be a
correlation between increasing tuition and increasing
student power.
ll is impossible to accurately measure the benefits of
higher education to individuals or to society or to draw
a meaningful comparison between the. According to
the Carnegie Commission, the average student pays
about two-thirds of the cost of his or her higher
education and keeps about two-thirds of the additional
income resulting from college.4
The benefits to society are many : improving the
allocation of labor, improving citizenship, reducing
crime, providing volunteer social, political, civic. and
intellectual leadership, providing professionals ha\•ing
compensations below rates in comparable occupations
(e.g. teachers, ministers, social workers, nurses,
public officials), improving home care and training of
children, enhancing manners. refinement of conduct
and beauty of surroundings, [ostering humane values
and broad social outlook, speeding the acceptance of
new ideas, providing technical skill.5
The state. country and universities are all in the
midst of financial and economic difficulties compounded by soaring inflation rates. However it is
important to remember that these dilftculties are also
being incurred by students and tbe1r parents.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Clean UP on Dec. 23

The Student Services Advisory
Volunteer workers are needed to assist on a New International
Committee has suspended travel
funds for this trimester (Sept - Maga%int' at GSU. The paper will be published in February and
Dec., 1975) until the beginning of interviews will be taken from December 1 thru January 15.
For Complete details and information contact Tony Richards the Winter Trtmesler <January
5th, 1975) because we have Mon. thru Fri. at the Information Desk inside the main entrance
exhausted the funds allocated for · between 12 noon and 5:00 p.m
the Fall Trimester.
Please note that Request for
Out-of State Travel forms would
not be accepted until the
beginning of the Winter
The effects of elementar y school cow,!:eling and consultation on
Trimester.
teachers' perceptions are discussed in ·· professiOnal book by a
Governors Stal.e University professor.
Dr. l\'licltael D. Lewis in " The Con:sulting Process" of the
THEOLOGYFORLUNCH
FREE
FOR - ALL American Personnel and Guidance association writes:
''E!ementary school guidance "-Orkers have become inDISCUSSIONS
Wednesdays - 12 Noon til 1:00 creasingly aware that classroom teach~rs may influenc.: grcaUy
the psychological growth of chJidren
p.m · Room D 1~20
Thus. the ways in which teachers perceive their pupils is
a matter of concern.
The SSCC-supported Bus
"~1any guidance workers, in fact, h.ne turned their attention
leaves the campus for Richton away from counseling directly with chil" en and toward consulting
Station five minutes after the
with teachers. claiming that larger r 1mbers of pupils can be
hour and half hour according to
reached through this indirect process.
the o{(icial Bus ScheduJe.
" This study attempts to contrast the method of counseling children with the method of teacher consulta ion. thus measuring the
relative effectiveness of the two methods on teachers' perceptions
of the development of their pupils."
Dr. Lewis is university professor or human relations services in
the College of Human Learning and Development at GSU-

Registration for the winter trimester at GSU will be December 9
& 10.

New International Magazine is
Searching for Volu_
nteers to Help

.

23 Universities Recommend
Increase of BEOG by s450 Million
A private college consortium, President David B. Truman, of ML
Holyoke College, chairman. has recommended a S450 million boost
in federally funded student aid.
The Consortium of Financing Higher Education. a group of 23
private colleges and universities urged the increase in the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants <BEOG l Lo
1l Assure student access to the least expensive public mstitulions.
2) Help students from low and middle-income families attend
private institutions.
3) Reduce reliance on loans to finance education.

GSU Professor
Writes Book

Community, Family Swim Cancelled
The Community Family Swim is now cancelled and will not be rescheduled in the foreseeable future .

HL.D HSG to Discuss Program
The Human Services Group in the College or Human Learning
and Development will be holding a panel discussion on Monday
- December 8, 1975 in the Community Conference Room.
The participants will be discussing the different aspects of
Human Services. Topics will include law, Social work and justice.

·p sJ and the OCCULT
Witches for many decades have been a signal for
instant fright to most people. Even Webster defines a
witch as "a woman supposedly having supernatural
powers by a compact with the Devil or evil spirits: a
son::eress or a man \\-ith such power. a warlock.·· Even
the etfcyclopedia takes a step further and states
witchcra{l may be defrned for general purposes as
" the use of supposed supernatural powers fo.r antisocial end." Moreover, it continues by stating that
during the Old Testament times, witches clung to
idolatries. Furthermore, during the Middle Ages
their contention stated thetr source of power to be
Satan. This trend of thought accepted during Old
Testament times and during the Middle Ages provoked what is known as witch hunts, where witches
were burned at the stake. A good example or thi.s
was the old Salem witch hunts where many who
were even suspected of having any unnatural
powers were sentenced to death.
With such negative images associated with the art of
witchcraft, ~ perpetuated by old superstitions.

reflective toda~ by media in forms of books, mm. radio
and television. any other conception of witchcraft
would come as a shock-So prepare for one now!'
I had the distinct pleasure of sitting in on Elmer
Witts class enttUed "Religion and Human Sexuality".
During this particular class he presented a guest
lectl.D'er on the occult by the name of Stan Modrztk-A
"itch priest! Basically, this lecture focused on
witchcraft.
_
Briefly skimming over his lecture Mr. Modrzik
diSpelled many tales associated with witchcraft as
being used strictly for evil purposes. He stated it was a
way of life-a religion that consisted or four levels ofexistence. Earth. Water, Fire, and Air. The Earth
symbolized the physical body, or the here and now ; the
water. as being the emotional level-non rational drrve
of man, the fire as being the intellect and rational
drive of man, and the air as the prime or spiritual
intellect This form of religion deals specifically
with the coming to balance on all four levels. The
existence of Satanic cults was noted and their use
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of evil or negattve forces of nature, for whatever
goals might have been sought; However, M.r.
Modrzik stated for all intent and purposes that
his religion was based on nature's keypoint which
is gtving. He went further to emphasize the law
of karma: that is. what you give out. you will get back
in return. As per example he cited how satanic cults
would work with negattve forces and at some poin1 in
lime <situations varying. as to tbe negallve forces J.
would return to those who evoked those negative
forces. Or, as we've heard so often, "\\'bat goes
around, comes around'' ln summary. it was a most refreshing change of pace
to hear a contrasting vtew of the subject and/ or
religion of wilchcrafL For those of you who are further
interested you may contact Mr. Stan Modrzik at his
shop "Sanctus Spiritus" at 2735 Chicago Rd., So.
Chicago Heights, IU., telephone number (312) 756-1113.

Founding President announces
resignation in September
PARK FOREST SOUTH, ILL.
- Dr. .William E. Engbretson,
the founding president of
Governors State University, has
announced his resignation. The
announcement was made at a
meeting of the Board of
Governors of State Colleges and
Universities at Northeastern
lllinois UniversUy in Chicago.
Dr. ~gbretson will have served
more than seven years as GSU's
first president when his
resignation becomes effective no
later than September, 1976.
ln his comments be said:
" This Board bas been
marvelously supportive of GSU
and mysell. A distinguished
young university has been
ereated, is up and running, bas
acheived full accreditation, and
i~ already recognized nationally
for its unique and innovative
programs.
"It has been a real pleasure to

serve the people of lllinois, this
Board and its staff. We have an
extremely able and creative
faculty , competent
administration and stafi, and,
above all, marvelous students.
They are what make it all
worthwhile.
" Life is an elusive quest for
certainty. Not much is absolute.
However, I am certain these
actions will be best for the
distinguished young university,
which will outlive us all.
" I believe Governors State
University deserves a careful,
thorough search for its second
president, and now is the time to
begin that search."
The Board of Governors search
committee will be members Leon
Davis of Chicago, chairperson;
Mrs. Evelyn Kaufman oJ La
Salle, and Peter Lardner of Rock
Island.
A record 4,579 students are

presented enrolled for the fall
trimester at Governors State
University, which opened with
700 students two years early in
1971. The $17. 1 million Phase I
facilities were occupied in 1973-74
following the move from the
mini-campus. Dedication was in
the spring of 1975.
President Engbretson, 49,
came in 1969 from Temple
UniversUy, and is the oldest
president in years of service of
the 10 state universHies in
Dlinois.
At Temple University Dr.
Engbretson was acting chairman
of the division of curriculum and
instruction in the college of
education.
His varied career has included
acting as consultant to
Foundations,
educational
institutions, and government
agencies, and serving as county
welfare agent and juvenile court

From the President

In defense of the YMCA
proposal adopted by the UA

referee. He bas been overseas for
a study of higher education in
Pakistan, taught in elementary
and high schools, contributed to
professional journals, and was
president of the American
Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education.
He was professor of higher
education at Univer sity of
Denver, dean oJ the school of
education at Indiana State
University, and on the stafis of
Roosevelt University, Western
Michigan University, University
of Florida. and Kansas State
Teachers College.
While serving as associate
secretary (or research for the
American Association oi Colleges
for Teacher Education, he was
one of the originators oJ the NBCAACTE continental classroom
instructional television series.
He was professor of higher
education at University of
Denver, dean of the school of
education at lndiana State

University, and on the staffs of
Roosevelt University, Western
Michigan University, University
of Florida, and Kansas State
Teachers College.
While serving as associate
secretary for research for the
American Association of CoUeges
Jor Teacher Education, be was
one oi the originators of the NBCAACTE continental classroom
instructinal television series.
He has served in the U.S. Naval
reserve.
Dr. ~ngbretson was graduated
from Western Michigan
University with a social science
major and mathematics and
English minors. He received a
master's degree from Michiga
State University, majoring in
counseling and guidance and
minoring in clinical psychology.
He was awarded a Ph.D. in
couJJseling and guidance ,
educational psychology, and
elementary education from
Northwestern University.
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I . Wby?

Governors State University does not have a physical
education program of the kind most universities have.
We have a number of excellent Iacilities-pool,
gymnasium, handball court, multi-purpose exercise
room-but not a strong program to utilize these
facilities for students. staff and the community. We
have chosen to allocate our resources to areas other
than recreation and, as a result, the facilities are open
only during certain hours for essentially open, unsupervised, unstructured activities. While the students
and faculty desire a certain amount of this kind o£ activity in the facilities, they would also like other kinds
oJ supervised activities.
ll. Process FoUowed in Making tbis Recommendation
Approximately four months ago. Governors State
Universi~y and Y.M.C.A. personnel began talking
about this proposal in very general terms. In tbat time
the proposal moved from the general to the specific.
The proposal has been reviewed by all levels of
administration within the University and was
unanimously endorsed by the University Assembly
Standing Committee on Physical Resources. Open
hearings were held in the University during the day
and evening hours. The University Assembly voted 17
to 2 !with one abstaining vote> to enter into the
agreement with the ' 'Y." A contract bas been written
and reviewed by the Board of Governors legal conseL
ill. What tbe Proposal Entails

Governors State University and the Y.M.C.A. will
enter into a collaborative arrangement in which the
Y.M.C.A. will man~ certain Governors State
University recreational facilities-pool , gymnasium,
handball court, multi-purpose room , locker room-and
will provide recreational programs for Governors
State University students and staff and for the
~rounding community. Activities will include such
things as:
·
Swimming lessons
Jogging programs
Swimming for £itness
Fitness exercise classes
"Open" swims
Volleyball Copen and leagues)
Scuba trainin~
Weight training
Lifeguard certification
Basketball
Diving lessons
Martial artS 'traimn-g
Cardiac rehabilitation programming
Yoga
Gymnastics classes
Creative dance
and certain other programs and activities in which
students and others show an interest.
None of these programs will be for academic credit.
Y.M.C.A. personnel will provide stafi to supervise
and/ or instruct in each of these programs.
The facilities will be open from 9 :00 a .m. to 10: 00
p.m. Monday through Friday; 9 a .m . to 5 p .m. on
Saturdays; and on Sundays for family programs as the
need arises.
IV. Cost to Participate
Four separate cost proposals, with variations in
each, were considered by the " Y" administration and
the University Assembly. The following fee structure
was proposed by the University Assembly with concurrence of Governors State University administration
and " Y" personnel.

C'ost
Onf' Year Aetivit) Pass
$14 .00 per year
Students. faculty, staCf
(full-time and part-time)
Families of Governors State University
students, faculty , staff
S57 .00 per year
Senior Citizens
Sl.OO per year
Other <individual )
$48.00 pt>r year
Other I family >
S85.00 per year

Students, faculty and staff are willing to pay the
minimal fee for what we believe will be the best
n.ocreational program offered on any campus in the
state.
V. Fiscal and Other Specific Arrangeme,nts
l. This program will be offered at no cost to lhe
University : in fact , there will be a net savings to the
University.
·
2. All risk is bOrne by lhe "Y .''
3. The '·Y" will provide:
a . Liability Insurance
b. Cleaning and janitorial service over and above
that currently provided for the area.
c. Their own office furniture and telephones
d. Consumable materials and chemicals in the pool
and other areas
e Maintenance above normal wear and tear
£. Full time staff, part-time instructors. lifeguards.
locker room attendants.
·

becky
What do you do if you're 50, and
white, and think of yourseH as
liberal, and those radicals, and
non-whites and young folks come
along and say. "That was a good
idea lady, BUT you need to ask
for more !"
Betty Friedan came to
Governors State and told us aU
where women's lib was at.
Unfortunately , where she
believes its at does not
correspond with the positions her
own organization just articulated
at their October convention in
Philadelphia. Ms. Friedan did
acknowledge that fact by
indicating that some of the
"real" people in the movement
were going to get together to see
what they could do. We even got a
hint that they just may form a
new organization. Reactionary
thought comes to the Women's
Movement.
The Star headlined its article
with " Friedan Sets NOW Image
Straight." Yet the article tells us

4. During the fJISl year the Univer~tly will save
approxi mately S20,000 in personnel and rom1.1odity
cost~

5. All money over and above ''Y" e1.--penses will be
returned to Governors State Universitv.
a . There wiU be periodic reviews
the books by
GO\·ernors State University.
6. The "Y'' will provide Governors StatE.' University
with spllct> in aU of its advertising ~o that the
University may deliver any message it deems ap·
pru~riale <Ciucago and local newspapers. and " Y "
flyers ).
7 The University will have first prior i!~ USt> of the
facilities for all academic programs and for other
special needs that occur from time to time
8 . Tht> contract may be cancelled upon 120 days
notice by either party.

oi
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V1 Summary

Governors State University has excellent
recreational facilities which have not been fully
utilized in the past and may not be in the future due to
budgeting constraints and priorities in other areas. By
entering into this arrangement with the Y .M.C.A .. the
l'niversitv will be able lo meet its own academic needs
in that a~ea and provide students. starr. and community people with an excellent recreational program .
Th is program is strongly supported within the
t rniversity and by various communi~ people who
at tended the open hearings.
I urge you to act favorably on this recommendation.

that she is " not much of an
organization person" and hadn't
really been involved with NOW
recently.
We were treate-d to the
information that the radicals
were people who had been
involved with the movement in
the 60's and " hadn't had much
time to practice being women",
Chow does one practice being a
woman?). She poob-poobed new
liie-styles by saying " kids in her
daughter's generation had 'their
little marriages' " and she
managed to write off all of the
learnings of Mex.ico City (where
third world women desperately
tried to make western women
aware or the fact that equal pay
for equal work might be great
idea, but if you're trying to make
sure lhat you and your kids eat
tomorrow, that really is a greater
issue) by launching into a
discussion of the UN Zionism
resolution. (That i.s certainly an
issue that needs discussing, but

a

not at all responsive to the
queslion about what occurred in
Mexico City.)
When Women's studies started
at GSU, I participated on the
Women ' s Studies Advisory
committee because I was afraid
thatGSU Women's Studies would
limit itseU to dealing with the
problems of White Middle Class
Women. It's a sad commentary
on the state of GSU when the
most articulate speaker to be
found in celebration of the
International Women's Year is
only willing to deal with the
issues of a minority of our student
women.
Ms. Friedan may define <as she
did I those females who hav~
other needs than she a'S
" everyone and his brother''. But
the task of Women's liberation
will not be served until all
females are vjewed by all other
females as women wbostLneeds
should be met.
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Publishing Schedule
For Sale: Television, Rad io,
Typewriter, bed, tape recorder,
11sed clothes. Write: ~il box
ICS939.
For Sale: Great Books, Gateways
Series, Bookcase . S200.00 ; Sears
Humidifier . SlS.OO; Cromodora
~gnesium Wheels (S), mounted
with Michelin XAS ti res. SJOO.OO;
Grundig Majestic 30 Klang Table
Radio, four speakers, AM-FM,
SW Mar ine, Pollee Band ;
Electric Auto Antennae, SW Auto
Radio ; Fiat 124 Spyder Manual ;
Maserati Air Horn. Call: 798-7623.
For Sale: Raleigh 3 speed 27 inch
men's bicycle. Asking SJO.OO.
~lso, a pair of ski boots, number
>ne size 7. S15.00. Interested call
Ext. 2190 or 24115, ask for Toni.
Books for Sale : Manageng
Behavior 1 and 2, by R. Vance
Hall . 2 for 51.90 ; Behaveor
Therapy by Aubery J . Yates, reg.
price 516.75 . will sell for S6.00;
Patterns of Expositeon by R.E.
Decker, reg. price SS.95, will sell
lor 52.00; Community Mental
Health by Denner and Price, reg.
price S5.95, will sell for S2.00. Call
957-0519.
For Sale: 1971 Ford Galaxie 500,
Standard Shift, 6 cyl. No Power,
Good condition S600. Contact:
BPS Box 61051. Phone 339-5804.
30

'74 Mustang II Ghia-S2900, Air
conditioning, sun roof AM-FM, 4
s peed , 4 cylinder, Black
vinyl/ silver metallic, Snow
Tires. Call 481-8312
FOR SALE :
1 Red-O.K11t J.speed turntable
virtually maintenence free.
Complete with walnut base and
S20 empire cartridge. Make Offer
Joe : 755-8568 or GSU ext. 2458
30

For Sale : Guelar . 1935
Epiphone Broadway Deluxe
Acoustic, Pearl inlay. 5400.00
Call : (815) 933-4407.
ALASKAN MALAMUTES : Show
Quality. Available Dec. 1, will
hold for Christmas. Home
Raised. Shots and wormed S200.
Contact Barbara Smith ext. 2319
or call 481-9165 after 6 p.m.
30

For Sale : Household Furniture,
some appliances Contact : Mike 481·9255. 11375
Texas Ruby Red Grapefruit,
large order. 40 lbs .. ·S8.25; 20 lbs.
· S4.50. Texas JUICY Sweet
Oranges, large order, 40 lbs. S8.2S; 20 lbs. . 54.50. Please
contact Mark Barnes at 596-4609
en Harvey. Call after 6 p.m. or on
weekends.
1 am a
World Book
Encyclopedia Representative.
Call M. Mikel when you are
read y to buy. 721-8271.
f\

Wanted to Buy: Baseball Cards,
prior to 1965. Colli : 748-3n 1
Wanted : Men and Women - Earn
up to sao.oo a day or more
marketing Holiday Magic
cosmetics. sso.oo training fee
required. Call: Tony Rin~l, Jr.
(312) 788-4541.
Excellent Child Care · in licensed
home. Park Forest South . 534·
2944.
Somatonic Massage . Private or
Group Sessions Call 798-7623

PHONE IN AD.
534-SOOO ext. 2260

8

This brilliant comedy up-dates the ribald
Greek legend in which Jupiter descends to
earth and impersonates the General Amphitryon in order to make love to his wife.
Wanted :
Work . Study
students at the GSU [lay Care
Center meo women
or
Gain credit through Co-Op Ed.
Contact: Steven Heller, Director,
534-5980 or 481-9546. 11375

Adverlasing Department
THE INNOVATOR

~ow that the Holiday Season 1~
upon u.s there is bound to be a
party or two that we will attend.
or one that we will give ourselves.
This tS the first of a ser1es of
articles planned as a helpful
guide for the part} host or
hostess.
The following last is a
suggestion for various items to be
purchased - so that you don't
buy too much yel still have
sufficient amounts. The amounts
shown are per person.
Hard rolls
1-1/ 2ea.
Sliced bread
2 ea.
Coffee
aoz.
Milk
6 oz.
Roast Beef
3 oz. ccooked wt.)
Steak
8 oz ccooked wt.)
Fish
4 oz !cooked wt ,l
Cold cuts
2 oz ea.
Fried Cbtcken
I / 4 to 1/ 2
vegetables
4oz.

Ask for Michael Leigh.

3349500 .. 000

11275 Massachusetts Ave .• Los Angeles, CA 90025
0 1 am enclosing $9.95 plus $1 .00 for postage and handling.

S ex ;

;

D1~ s at! f. fqct1o~~;

~sy ch oca: 1 s the n ic s .
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-----------------------PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS SOURCES TO:
Name

Addr~ss
State
City

(Cahfom•a re11dents please add 6% sates ta lC .I

Zip _

·-- - -- -- ---L-------------------------

WANTED : The twenty students
necessary to organize and
become a charter club of the
Illinois College Republ ican
Federation. Contact Jack Huff
(312) 233-2243

Holiday Party
Alii Food Hints

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

*

Jan. 12
Jan. 26
Feb. 9
Feb. 23
March a
March22
AprilS
April12
April26
May 10
May2q
June7
June 21
JulyS
July 19
Aug.2

AMPHITRYON - 15
December 11-12-13-14

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids. and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $1 0,000. Current list of
these sources researched and comp1led as of Sept. 15, 1975.

r. . ~ .

r ec . l n -- ··antram ;
:· one v K~=~ r rra. : Fa c 1al
i' ass~P e ;r·or.a1ns o f
t h e :-:\.tman : inn :
t
Ionc e & .•oveliiel1 •

Jan. 6
Jan. 20
Feb.J
Feb. 17
March2
March 16
March 30
April6
Apri l20
Ma y4
May 18
June 1
June 15
June 29
July 13
July 27

Scholarships

Iv.ec is - ['orre

Dec I
Deets
Dec29

1976

Unelai~ned

Free 1r' troc''lct1ons
:very ·'ecrJes0ays

r

Nov25
Dec9
Dec23

2'260.

Free to Good Home . mixed
German Shepherd puppies. 6
weeks old. 2 male, 2 female. Call
2161 or 2163, GSU.

Pe;blications

Deadline

HM Something
to Sell?
let

~-

rec . J ---el~x~t·on :
e.rrr~ ; ' antrA. rn ;
1 be tR n 1\ ed it~ t tor

HELP WANTE D!
Students to help work
registration on December 9, 10,
and 13 from lla.m. to 1 :30 p.m . If
interested call the records office.
Robert Hautweller or Bonnie
Vick, 534-5000 ext. 2165,2166,2167
Ty p ist need e d . Must b e
packaged . Interesting work,
liberal hours, dynamic atmosphere. Apply in person ·
Innovator office, located behind
the Community Conference
Center.

FOR RENT:
I would like to rent out a room to a
female student at GSU. The room
is completely furnished and full
kitchen privileges are available.
II hel~.
Located in the North end of
Chicago Heights offers easy
Every other Monday. THE
transportation to the University. INNOVATOR. student-produced
If you are in need and interested newspaper at nearby Governors
please call 756.0648, after 5:00. State University, brmgs campus
11375
and community news, features
FURNISHED CONDOMINIUM and NOW your advertising
message to ever) corner of the
For Rent . Park Forest South
growing GSU communily.
S275/ month
This means you can zero in Cal
2 bedrooms & studio couch.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher, surpn singly low cost!> on
disposal, stove, refrige rator, air
Nearly 3,000 upperclassmen
conditioned , humidifier , and graduate students, over bali
carpeted. Living room, dining, of whom are married.
kitchen, utility, storage, 1-1 / 2
Over 500 faculty members,
baths. Available now. Burnham professional librarians, civil
Oak lodge facilities. serv1 ce, construction and
Condominium Owners maintenance personnel, many of
Association regulations. 534-6063 whom own homes in this area.
For Rent : 3 bdrm . ConAnd they all need your products
dominium . Carpeted , ap .
and se rv ices stereo
plrances, central air, garage.
components. records and tapes,
S3SO . OO I
mo . Faculty
wearables, auto parts and
preferred. Call : 534-0455.
serv1ces. liquors, imported items
Wanted to Rent : 1 Bdr . - the hsl 1s endless.
w/ kitchen. Private workshop
We'll run your quarter-page ad
area 5120.00 . $125.00. In Chgo from camera ready art three
Hts., Park Forest South, Richton times for only $25 an issue. Then
Park, Matteson and Monee area. we'll gi\·e you a ten per cent
Billy. 534-2299 (ICC) Mon. Tues.
d1scount on subsequent
and Thur.9:00 a .m. - 2:30 p.m.
consecutive anserllons of the
JO
same ad If you would like Cree
Wanted : Artist needs work space copies of the INNOVATOR
with heat, water and electricity.
contaimng your ad to pass out to
Call : 754-1649or 534·5000 Ext. 2316
your customers, we'll see that
Morev.
Wanted : Roommate to share two- you get them on publication day.
Look over the enclosed rate
bdrm. Apt. in Matteson. Male.
Call after 5:00p.m . 747-0258 11375 schedule- then give us a call or
mall the order form in the
WANTED:
postage-free
envelope. We'll put
Lionel or American Flyer Trains
in any condition-will pay top you on our free mailing list and
give you the details you need lo
dollar. Phone 747-5060
claim your share of the
30
expandmg and profitable GSU
marketplace. Phone 584·5000, ext.

B I CA

R

The Governors State University Student Learning
Project: INNOVATOR, is published bi-weekly and will
be mailed to all GSU students and alumni upon
request. To our general readership and possible advertiser, we print our deadline for submil~ng material
and publishing schedule. We will be looking forward to
any contacts responsible groups or individuals migbt
wish to advertise in the pages of the TNNOVATOR.
Interested persons can contact our office at 534-5000
extension 2260 or write to us at ; Governors State
University c/o INNOVATOR, Park Forest South
Olinois; 60466. We look forward to seeing you in print.

I

olive:.
Jto 4 ea.
wet salad 1cole sJaw, Kidney
Bt>an, pickled beets>
2-l/ 2oz
Potato Salad
3-1, 2 oz
Example· To serve 50 people
you would need 9 lbs. coolred
Roast Beef. U more than one
meat IS to be served, such as
Ham or Salami. the break down
IS as follows . beer 4 lbs.. Ham 3
lbs • Salami 2 lb. Knowing your
guest's taste may alter the break
down but total poundage remains
the same. The formula used to
achieve above poundage (9 lbs. >
is 50 x 3 oz. equals 150 oz. divided
by 16 oz. <1 lb.l to a pound.
If you need any help in planning
please feel free to call Ext. 2295
or stop at the cafeteria and lime
perm1lling I will try to be of some
help
Frank Grebas
Food Service Director

f;''''''-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-''-''-'-'-'-'-'~

II~~FREE BEVERAGE
COUPON J
Thiscoupongooclfor
!
I ~
Oae free beverage
.
~
I i
WITHTHEDAY
i
1~
DOLLAR SPECIAL
~

1~
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